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Mian Minnie
wummnj

ed

day evaadug at her
Mm Minnio wu assisted in the
lartasnmaal by Mm Bessie
Pondrán, Doligbtful refreshment
were served, and the eveat
ia every way a moat delightful

tu

IMm,

Leva Mall
Myrtle aa4 Ella
Heater, V tola and Necic Ouo
ninghem, Oeeeie and M jllie Dill-arElian Hicks, Jf
n Shaw,
Meble Teed, Ferris Shelton, For-reHudnall, Aaaon Fondren,
Will Bmkley, Woodie Rie, Jim
Cunningham, Edwin
Frazier,
El roa Maynee. John Whittington
Phillipa.
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There are several big building
in El Paso ssfcvUB will likely be
built this fall aad winter, aad
the c.n puny is anxious to gat
in hap in order to be ia a pesi
Mat to figure Iff them.
It can
produce the good and get into
El Paso and rómpete with brirk
or anything else, and still make
big profits.
In offering the stock the com
pany wants it understood
m makes no guaran teca of
kind. The stock has a lien on all
the assets of the company and Ha
earnings until its dividend is
paid. This propery alema guarantees ami safely sscurua Mm
gratan ad stock of the company
and make the purr haa of thi
rtosk as safe aa investment as
eaa be found anywhere. As
Were is not a great amount of
anarea to be disposed of.
era shan Id not delay. The
ia valuable, the dividenda will
be large. Send in your
tions now before it ia

II

Detotmined to keep abreast of
the timet ia railmad equipment
the Nouthern Railway Corny any,
comprising many of tac mmt
important linea in the tnatb, haa
added two of the aery lotea t
types of
eara to i ta
rolling etoek.
Theae car are equipped with
atandard
commutation:
Dole
railway motora of 100 h. p. Two
of theae motora are located on
the forward truck, giving a motor
capacity oi aw n. p. to each ear.
The current ia supplied from a
generator, which ia dir- -
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Farmers Flats.
The Farmer Flato
has negligent of his duty: the
inclosed items cover a
of

at least three weeks.
Mrs. J. T. Hansom is caring for
t he three children of her daughter who recently died ia California. The youngest of the children
is about two years old, and tks

Iderst about five. Ernie Sanaos

is at home now and the son Tom
from California arrived Christmas day for short visit.
Mr. Christopher is still confined to his home with heart trouble.

Mr. Brown a forme from scum)
of Kansa City baa homestead ed
the quarter just north of Christ
.
. .
opher
.
m
and moved onto the samo
t.
t
i
The work of laying not and UfT
wr frnvpirn io an
gaa
day. He expects to puff
Christmas
SIERSI
angina in the forward compart- grading streets for the tent colo
good well and centrifugal
a
in
ment. A controller aim i tar to n?ia pvogreeeing rapidly. Two
pump and will fence at once Bs
that aaed on an ordinary trolley tcata have already
There ia no subject at present
been placad.
ia a young man with a wife and
ear ia located convenient to the
d emending naore aerioaa attea
Work
on the ele trie road
one
child.
operator, and through this the
tion from the financial presa than
the
sanatorium by Jan. 1. that which haa to do with the
Mrs'Neal ia staying with her,
current paaaea from the generatMrs. Hobbick this wee,
or to the motora. Combined IflO haa not been indefinitely (safe investment of some of
sister
the tar father information
ber husband is in the moon roña
atrajght and automatic air brake posponed aa reported.
large and small sums of money write to A. 8. Piare.
MISX
are provided with the uaual val
that have been lying idle in safe aad treasurer Alamogordo Stone on work for Mm forest service.
Mrs, Joseph Pasta! and
aca and accessories. The car
deposit vaults for the oast two Marble Company. Alan
John Balk from Russia, Tom
bodiea ere of ateel, about M ft.
Eleamor' who ware quartered or three years. The couatrv is New Mexico, whom
TAWED
Charles
and family aad Herb
also.
long, with a aeatiag capacity of temperanly at tne sanatorium
in prosperous, and the timid - for particulars not made Baaia in Loomis and family took ChristMiaa Null Drake
Both rear and have gone to El Paso where Dr. ky which characterised, capital in this free aad unsolicited
aad a 62 paaaengera.
ad mas dinner at J . R. Yale1 homo.
large a o m ber of frienda Monday center entrance are provided.
luring
daya
the
the
ques
tariff
It was so good that they didn't
toriel.
Pastal has accepted the position
evening at the home of Mr. and thus furniahing mean a of dividtion was under consideration by
get
away until after supper too
To the scores of people who
House Physician Congres
Mre. E. H. Oai. The ooeaaaion ing the two claa-f- s of paaaengera of Assistant
has been succeeded by nave asked our advice en the and we are told that John Balk
waa greatly enjoyed by all pre- aa required in fhe south. Theae at Mm Baldwin Sanatorium.
a confidence which threatens to subject of investment and to the lingered until neat day.
sent. Thoee preaent ware : Mioa care ware built and equipped for
The Richardson and Missik
Miss Emma Miller of Washing- carry investors to the other ex- thousands who desire to increase
Donna Qivaa, Roy Ohi vena, Bert the Southern Railway by Genertreme.
day
passes
Nota
their
resources'
wa
would
that
snake
families
took dinaar at the Mar
ton,
D. O.and Mrs. CM. ComChiven. MM Henman Mm al Electric Company after a
the
mails
leading
of
all
our
finan
the
statement
things
ia
that
all
home
tin
in Alamogordo on Sun
Mabel Marry, Miaa Ella Jackson thorough teat of thie type of car mander of Yazoo City, Miaa. ra cial papara do not contain letters they End
the
Alamocorde
Stone
day
last It was a ptxtnonad
between Manama and 8tras burg giatered last weak.
Miaa Anna B
SoUci tins advice and informalinn and Marble Tlfgl
nkVX re-Nannie Gordo',
Hcitry Outer and Jim Hanua i concerning tac Afloren e
end composed of busi
8im Bowden is over on Crow
Miaa Waraoch.
V. Marry.
of investment, propositions now ness men whose every represenat Mir institution.
Otto Tinklepeugh,, Barry Marry
the inarkht. To all such in tation can be implicitly relied Flats and his mother is taking
Purria Darden arrived recent quires that have been addressed upon. The corofauv needs no care of the ranch in his absence.
W. Tinklepeugh and
ly from Atlanta, Ga.
Meek.
to this papers, we have invariab- encomium at the band of the
Judge Carter from Tennessee
ly
replied
ia a new wall down about forty
This weeks pictures are exceo- knowledge
expert
that
Western
Trade
any
Journal,
or
On Friday morning the 24th
and assistance are necessary in any other papar, but in the iato-- fact and it unable to go further
tionly fine, also is the music and Mrs.
Sadie Taylor of Oarjock.
WHY.
this
ion The element of rest of many of our raedera who on account of the annum He ia
illustrated song, Friday and Sat Kansas waa
taken suddenly ill. safetyconnect.
has,
urday
above
nights
all other quali- have earns of money to invest in now wait in: for a eentrifncaJ
pictures
Base
bal
At preaent she is much improved ties,
Mr. Leonard By us was agreeabto be considered in any sort a legitimate preposition ww take pump which will
senes,
Pittsburg
vs
Detroit.
and in a few days will be able
ly surprised when a number of
of an investment. There are al pleasure in recommending it in operated. He hopes to
Cattle thieves, a story of the to
take her a customed place
his friends met at his home the
so other details in regard
Saturday there will
to
other evening and had a party, Northwest.
.
L.
which
avenge
the
ue two now subject, one
haa
investor
ed mauler as being beyond ques
Dick Palmer who has been at
Misa Nannie E. Me Gimaay of
the evening was spent in the us- called
to depend upon the special know tion the beet in its line. Invest-atent- o the Richardson home for a few
a
soldier
and
logleaa
a
El Paso, ia doing
ual manner and all present say
ledge and eapesáeiiottMi uw news
runner.
of any sum can be made weeks has filed on a quarter
that it was the time of their
oral nurse at the
papera aad trade jourals devoted by writing to the above address, above La Luz and will go to work
lives. Thoee preaent were, Minnie
and we advise our readers to lose on it at once. He bought a team
Christmas was delightfully to such subjects.
Bancock, Eecsie Fondren, Sophie
IIÍAKYDAN
In this connection conservative no timo in placing their money wagon and harness foam Mr.
Glean, Nellie Grant, Forrest
celebrated with a tree contain investors
who road this paper whore it will earn tltem at leaat
Hudnall, Ferris Shelton, Will
Frost.
ing appropriate gifts. Frankie reguiariy may be
interested in 8 per cent right along.
Blakeley, Floyd Haynes, Ella
Mrs. Herb Loomis is in the Mrs.
Sanders, the renouned font ball propostion of the Alamogordo
aad Georgic Hunter
O'Riley hospital in Alamogordo
The military ball riven laat
player of Kansas City, received a Stone and Marble Company, just
at present.
Christmas eight by Company 'I
of the New Mexico National fine foot ball. Miss Nellie Mar incorporated for purpose of putMiss Maude Davis ami grandÍI
BY MISS
Guard was one of the best at tin was given a beautiful horse ting marble on the market. The
M.
Grace
E.
Mrs. Bush have moved
mother
Church.
tended aad moat enjoyable ever and trap. A fine watch and chain com iny naa a lodge of about
to
Communion
out
Service
close
the
homestead. Wa under
at
1, 700
face and about
given by that organisation. And was presented to J. fl. Dreasel. SO
JACKSON.
of
by
brief
sermon
pastor.
they will fence the
stand
the
that
feet in diameter. It is incor
a grand success financially.
farm and stock it in the immedi
Each of the other patients receiv poratod for $aO,ÜÜÜ, and will soil
On last Tuesday night. Miss
ate future.
ed equally
80 worth of stock at the par
o.
Jackson entertained a mumber
value, $10 per share, making 800
The story is told concernina: an ees"
of her f rienda at the home of editor in a near-bshare.
If yon want to get hold A special meeting will be held
town who A seven course dinner, which
ANOTHER KICKER.
fl. W. Park.
of a good proposition that will Saturday, night January 1, for
found a post marked and direct was thoroughly enjoyed
by all'
Games were played and later ed envelope one morning in his
make you good returns on the the purpose of electing officers,
the refreshments followed which coal bouse. Be immediately was served by Chef Keen and money invested, it will pay you every one should come that A very amusing letter was received by aa Otero county bard-wa- re
head waiter Shields.
ended a most enjoyable evening printed an article in his
to look into this matter. The possibly can. R. fl. Williams.
Doner
merchant a few days aco
entertainment for the young stating that some one in town
profit will be between 75 and 126 Act. cleak.
which
is as unique as amuaiaa
Mr.
Forrest
Cruckaon
they
was
fine
a
time
was
a
people. It
per cents. The Company does
had been stealing coal from bis
of
the disposition of people to
all bad, that was reportad neighbors a few night ago, and guest of J. H. Dreasel to dinner not have to raise its marble, it
kick
when they have little causa
Those present were. Mamie Nea-- accidently dropped an
WOODS
is in tne forms of ledge or cliff.
addressed Sunday.
for
.
kicking. It reads as follow :
bitt, Nell Drake. Iidney Powers envelope bearing his name. But
and is about 60 feet from the
Dear Sur. 1 reoeve the stove
The
management
and
patients
Loma Woods, Annie B. Hurry, that if the guilty partly
RETURNS
bottom of the canyon, and is
would are
wich i by alrite but for why dont
indebted to Mr. W. B. Woods three miles from
C. V. Marry, Logas Meek.
call and pay his back subscription
the railroad
you
send no foot, what is do use
iba editor would not publihs the for the beautiful tree and mistle- track and just oast of Alamo
W. fl Woods, the WeU of do stove when he don't have
toe which completed the holiday gordo, New Mexico. There is
name.
known stock man of Ammo, no feet? I am a looer customer
PARTY
a rood waaron road nn to the Canon, sent 80
Moral The next day twentv- - decorations.
head of bogs to sure thing by having no foot and
quarry aad the company expects Ft. Worth a few days
We are informed that Miss five of his delinquent subscribers
ago, which as that is no very pleasur to mo,
Mr. and Mrs. W. fl. Riley to have a switch run up there
Reasic Fondren a f rienda met in paid up.
brought the highest market price what is the matter wit you? Ia
spent Wednesday afternoon with shortly, after it gets under head-wa- Mr. Woods
a bunch at bar home, last Tuca,
accompanied the not my trade moneysas good like
These propertses are eich- - shipment and also
the matron and patients.
day evening, the refreshments
visited friends another man's you loose me mv
x
miles from El Paso, Texas, and relatives before
were so good that none reached
añnñasfl trade and i am very anarv for
Miss Mary Woods of College Ad on the El Paso Sonthwaatarn.
the Mews office. Theae present,
homo.
una, and i now tolls you arc a
Hawltt -- War jm ver fca aa awa- - dition, was the guest
of Miss north of Ml Paso, and the idea is
at parky, ware Caesie Dill ard,
fools and an good. I send you
BMMobI
1 am all ta Urn.
Margaret Sal t agaber several days to put in machinery to put the
Minnie Hancock, Ellen Hicks,
back at once you stove tomorrow
atone in shape for the market.
Hewitt How If teatf
wuntiu to leam Ye set type far aura bekawa you
Laura Bennett, Lava Ball, Mariweek.
last
are anch da
Jewett I have two alrla Mvtae ta ta
and ship to El Paso for building
on Shaw, Mable Teed, Forrest
foolihnom peoples, yura resoeok- arataly
mtMsefflee.
Hand painted calenders were purpose, and all over the western
Hudnall, Ferris Shelton, Edwin
fulle. P. 8. since i wrote you die
country for monumental purpose.
i lad de feat ia da oven.
Fraster, Elmo Baynes, Will
presented
letter
the patients by aa the company
is mora than 1 eaa baarr averias
will, not have
Blakley, Douglas Phillips, John In"It
excuse
me."
agamUJt aeeaarta
Mesdames Jed. Tale, aad, W. E any competition Cram
Indiana Subecribefof the News.
Whittingtoa and Jim Cunning- Tbea I mmh wa ll eav to joia
Warren.
and Tenneasee and Kentucky.
Head the News.
City
Sophie
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MIXTURE.

COUGH

A GOOD

SAV,NG

WATER FOR ALFALFA

Same Prudence Which Has Resulted
In Con.ervation of Natural
Appliaa te Land.

Simple HomeMade Remedy That It
Free from Opiatee and Harm-

Saturated Soil Is Something the
Plant Cannot Withstand.
Mr

Drug.

ful

or S0,L if VCD
TaUal

FERTILITY

Surf at

The same prudence which has reeffective remedy MM will
sulted In the present activity ta
nlly break up I cold In twenty-fouof natural resources, forests,
Itm, is easily 4 ly mixing tolarge bottle two ounrrjof Care Should la Taken Not to Apply water powers. Irrigation, etc., points
gether in
also to the equally, if not more Imporof Virgin 00
Glycerine, a
So Much Moisture That It Is
tant, con rvatlon of the fertility of
of l'ino compound pure and eight
Raised and the Feeding of the
the soil The fanners sad fruitThis mixounces of pure Whtsky.
Roots Restricted.
growers i he sell culturiate are the
ture will cure any cough that Is curproducers, the mainstay of the wealth
able, .ind la not expensive as It makes
The alfalfa plant as we know roots of
the country. Their work goes for
enough to last tee average family an deeply and can
a naught,
from
draw
moisture
however. It the soil Is unpro- entire year Virion Oil of rine com- considerable depth and thus will not
dnctlve.
That Its fertility Is being lav
pound reire is prepared only In the
suffer so quickly as other crops as it paired, except
where renewed by fer--!
laboratories of the Leach Chemical can draw upon
In the deep
reserve
the
'lilting, cannot be questioned- each
Co . Cincinnati, O.
er soil. We know that alfalfa roots crop
takes a portion of the seal's fe
Afterward.
penetrate no deeper than the water
Are wives as expensive table which should teach ua that a sat- tlllty.
Hacnelor
i..ini which has lost Its fertility or
as they are tsM M be?
urated soil Is uncongenial and someeven become Impaired, not only will
Alimony Victim Not while they are thing which alfalfa cannot withstand
no produce so generously, hat the
wlvos
We should therefore avoid such excea-aivpnduct will be of Inferior quality, and
irrigation
will
keep
soil
as
:he
Clear white clothes are a nan that the
the needed element of fertility
unless
Blue.
may
Ball
Red
saturated. In a general way we
hoiielof per uc
CM
la compensated for. the crop trill not
Large 2 OS. package, 5 cents.
say that the desirable condition ts
be ready for marketing In time to ob-- ,
To consider anything Impossible that of half air and half water in the tain the higher prices otherwise oh-- i
soil.
we
can
approach to
The closer
tha' we cannot ourselves perform.
iainable for the crop. If profit has any
this the better. Irrigation therefore
attraction. It behooves the farmer to
ALI.KVS UNO IIAI.HAH
conmeans
replenishing
the
moisture
tlmnertiih-tuirwill enrr iwit only a tvshcnld. l.ur oni-- l
both consider sad act. The deficient
In umilllT turn nn lnr ninth. Giva tents of the soil to such a depth of
may be potash, phosphoric
rt h. Ztc, üK uiuiei.lM.
element
It .1 iriai una ruvsubsoil as is permeable and stopping acid or nitrogen; usually It Is tile last
A philosophical man when consider
the irrigation so as not to saturate the
named. For that reason Its applicasoil through and through.
Inn his own troubles isn't.
tion generally produces better returns
When- the water table is liable to
Iiewis' Single Hinder give the Smokes whit oe affected by Irrigation care should than that of any other plant food. For
cigar.
instance: A cereal crop with a combe wants, a rich, mellow-listinhe taken not to apply so much that plete fertiliser excepting the nitrogenThe greatest necessity in a woman's it is raised and the feeding area of the ous element, yielded but SI cents net
life Is love.
roots in that way restricted
Over ' profit, but the same crop and equal
irrigation will aggravate or cause wa- area with the addition of nitrate el
terlogging of the soil and the attend- soda yielded H 15 net profit. The to
QUEEN OF ACTRESSES
ing accumulations of alkali Where crease In net profit due to its use haa
A.
ground water is wiiidn two feet of the been In actual experience as high as
PRAISES
surface as on some river bottom al- $121 74 with early cabbage and $141.811
falfa does not thrive and geneially j with celery for 100 pounds of nitrate
dies in from three to four years
of soda.
W '
There are localities la root hill disOdd a it may seem, the richer the
tricts where seepage from the moun- olí and the better its condition, the
(rar
Re
Baaa
tains supplies enough moisture so that larger the amount of nitrate that may
very little or no Irrigation Is required. profitably be used upon It. In a cer--;
At the higher altitudes water ts ap- tain western county, where the soil is
plied from one to four times, the num- enormously productive, it is found nec-- '
ber depending upon conditions, and easary to let half the land lie fallow
two cuttings are harvested. At lower tvery other year; otherwise the crops
altitudes there are from three to flvo would soon fail. The bureau of soils
even six irrigations and the alfalfa of the state of Washington has
'
W Miss or
is cut three times. On soils that are reached the conclusion that this fall- Br
not readily permeable to irrigation wais due to the fact that each grow- úóá9 Marlowe ter, and therefore have small storage ure
ing plant throws off Into the soil ex-- I
"I am, glad to wrHe my endone-tnent- capacity more than three Irrigations creta poisonous to Itself; and this
the great remedy, Perunm. I are necessary. Generally on such
do so most heartily. "Julia Marlowe. soils there are two irrigations before most be destroyed either by rest of
Any remedy that benefits digestion the first crop ts cut, two irrigations the land or by the use of what may be
termed plant food in order to rualn-- i
strengthens the nerves.
between the first and second cuttings tnln the fertility of the soil. Nitrate
The nerve centers reqnlre nntrltion.
but one between the second and of soda is the plant food which obvl-- '
II the dipestion is impaired, the nerve and
third. The Irrigations are so timed ales the necessity for this otherwise
centers become anemic, and nervous
that the second Irrigation comes a few enforced idleness. The resulting prof-- .
debility Is the result.
days before the first cutting and the It you can easily estimate.
fourth just before the second cutting.
The alfalfa is cut as soon after those
BEEF
irrigations as the surface of the soil MENACE OF GRASS-FEhas dried enough so that the mowing
can be done. This will be in from Very Fine Herds of Cattle Are Produced In Argentina Without Mouthfour to seven days. Ry irrigating in
la a aerloas thine- Often, Inway hafore cutting moisture Is
ful of Grain.
.this
deed baa the aeararet of a aven
supplied to giv the next crop a start.
4
cold been
lnaix tríala
coaae-- q
by dlaartroua
Professor Herbert W. Mumford, who
It also delays blooming and increases
urn cea.
the period during which alfalfa Is spent six months of last year Investl-- '
It asumid be berae la mind
in proper condition to cut. thus In gating cattle conditions in Argentina-perpetually that the COLO of
fact lengthening the cutting period S. A., says that very fine horda of cr.t-- I
la the Coaaumptloa of
where large fields are to be harvested. tie are produced in Argentina without
The Inalaaláraat cold la the
Alfalfa matures quicker when the soil a mouthful of grain. These cattle are
a at irlas; patMlndrr of those
is dry and If In that condition when fed simply grass and alfalfa and were
deadly dlseaaea.
being cut some of ii will get too far never in a
along before It Is mowed to make good
Pneumonia Pleurisy
He saw breeding cattle in extra fine
hay.
flesh on alfalfa pasture, one cow in
Bronchitis
Consumption
Besides the Irrigations mentioned f particular showing actual rolls of fat
water is generally applied in the fall on her rump, and yet she had never
They atari with a mere coldj
atop It there.
in order that the fields may not gp tasted anything else but alfalfa from
winter dry. That has been found her birth.
SIMMONS COUGH SYRUP into
beneficial.
Grass-femutton has gone from
will do It.
The amount of water required by alto London market too fat to
falfa for the season will range from 16 sell. On one ranch of 100,000 acre
anufactared-bthe
A. C. SIMMONS. JR., MED. CO..
Marauw.Tsut to 30 inches in depth or IVi to 2'2 there are 18,600 cattle, 10,000 sheep
of and 2,000 horses all market fat withacrefeet per acre. An average
about six laches in depth or half an out a poond of grain. Most of the catacrefoot, per acre is applied at one tle country la fist and level and the
YOU WON'T GET REAL JUICE Irrigation. Our impervious soils will climate is ideal for growing, as
and severe weather are unabsorb no more than four Inches in
depth.
known.
Alfulii to have the highest feeding
Argentina is a real competitor o(
value should be cut when H first be- the 1'nited State;, and has during the
gins to fclotfrn OT at the stage when past three years shipped considerable
is in bloom. U cut more beef to Great Britain than has
about
at that time the next crop will make our own country. The betd can be dea quicker start than if the alfalfa is livered In London from Argentina as
The cheaply as It can from Chicago.
allowed to become mature.
leaves also will stay on better If it is
Our beet growers have not swak-enecut early. If there i a considerable
to the dangerous competition of
acreage to be cut begin out ting before the South American country, but the
the alfalfa haa reached the proper facts are indisputable. Our great
stage. Before the cutting is complet- ranges have practically disappeared
ed the proper stage will have passed. and new methods of beef raising are
coming into practice. Hut sUll better
adopted, else It will
SECURING CHERRY SEEDLINGS methods must be
be Impossible for our farmers to raise
cattle profitably oa our
Care Must Be Taken That Pits Do lands in competition with our south-- ,
Not Become Dry Ground Should
ern competitors.
Be Irrigated.
An
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Gcvse avatint rebel when tifie throst
Ccotaias
are iaritated and sore.
optatea and a as pleasant to lain
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In planting cherry seeds to secure
seedlings, the pita mast not be per
mltted to become firy, for tke germ
will then be weakened. If not killed
Wash all surplus pulp from the
out.
veeds. and If the ground Is moist plant
them In band rows six Inches In
width and four feet apart, the pits
being planted about two Inches deep
and about as thick as peas in a row.
plantlsg the
after
Immediately
ground should be irrigated and
mulched with straw or coarse litter
In order to prevent the soil drying
out quickly In hot weather, although
water Is applied every day or
If
so this will not he necessary
Irrigation cannot be spplled In this
way the pits should be stratified,
thnt Is. mixed with a quantity of
moist sand and stored In a cool cellar or placed where they can be kept
moist and planted late la the fail
or early id the spring.
1

.

I

Alfslfa with Nurse Crop.
Reeling alfalfa with a nurse crop
to I good method on Irrigated lands;
It may be the proper method on the
limited lands of the east but on the
dry landa of the west alfalfa should
never be sssded with s nurse crop.

j

NEW JAPANESE

SALAD

PLANT

Favors Celery snd Aspsragus, But Is
Vary Different Demanda No
Particular Cars.
The new Japanese salad plant known
aa udo tarara both celery snd aspara
g'ua. but It la very different from either of them. As It might be grown la
the Irrigated country tt could hy "hilling be cut In ths open st any time
from Christmas to ths middle of the
month of May. At Christmas tine
extremely delicate blanched shoots
from three to five Inches long
to three eighth
and from
inches In diameter have been obtained. In April or May the staika are
to tea bat a :
from eight aad one-hal-f
Six stalks weigh one
In diameter.
pound
it has many advantages over
either celery or asparagus. Like asparagus, once Slanted it la slwwys
there, coming up annually and
'
ing to s bright of tour or Its feet. It
a
smalt
white
la s beany shrub with
,.
fiowef. sod fruit very ranch Haa
K can be started fsnsn either
seeds or roots, aa Is asparagus. It demanda no particular care, but oe
cssional cnlUvatloa.
one-quart-

.re'
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ex;
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aaa

PUBLISHED

plant I would seem somewhat ae
pWtrooua to cell the attention of slock
mea to the value of the cacti eses
thalr ranaea durlne the dry laOBOO at
ftfiV year. But the mental etep bet wee

Umkm
eetay recti and apteeleee ones seeem For
te he s leag erne, sad owe that few Staffer fruni Fco&eüc
take reedliy.
I ajsets trees a hejtotte hy the aeThe Fttekty
rean ef plant hsdeatry
Kar and Other Cacti mm a Pood forPrtehtoch." by Or Davht Orttoths
f i
Jf
near, although poor ta nutritive
equality, ran he fed to derided advantage under several conditions and for
several purposes: mTo save cattle
daring prolonged drought when other
more nutritive food Is acerré."
felt sana tt wwald
NV w this statement
applies to say
enough
to
kind of cactus that Is big
...i.k aaaa aatt nt fnraaa helns
especially true of the prickly peers
1
M
within tons cmtha
The truth of this
snd cane recti.
.r,. 1 WWW "v'fiV
y
well woman,
was
perfect!
a
I
statement is vouched for by many who
-I want this letter made wahOe
have tried It
how the benefit woi
This Is by no mean the only use frofB rwfja, s pinkham's
for cacti. Im- - ar ths season of the year fomsoand."
Mr. Jom Q
when ail feed la dry and there la very Mia Hocood 8k, North, aflinssseHa,
little of It. when the wa!-- r supply la ilinn.
of
poorest. It would seem to be a most
lne testimonials age tee snore prove
Important one
efficiency of Lydta JL Pinkham's
Thl. ".,!..) 1. arfttaa
- In call th the
Vegetable Mrapowna. wnien m
nave
wbo
nf
tockmen
those
gl'i ntlon
axehiaivniT from roots and herha.
already availed themelve of the sup
Women who suffer from those dis
ply, and more especially these who tressing IDs pecntiar to their sea sbeatd
are losing stock, to the fact that they not loss sight of these facta or doubt
probably hav.- - upon their ranges a for- the ability of Lydia & Pfokham's
Rain Soaking Into Soil.
Vseatehta Compoaad to restore their
age which may be available to their health.
plant food which it has dis hash, by a little work.
i f too want special atlwlce) wri to
Spineless cacti will not grow In the
solved out of the little soil particles.
thorns
In fact, their
All of the food which comes from open range
She will treat! oar letter aaatricUr
the soil roust be In solution before it i and spines together are one of ths confidential. Por SO Texan aha
I
Impossible
for
It
make
characters
that
ran be used by the plant. The water
that goes In through the roots passes cacti of any kind to live on the open this war. freo
out through the leaves into the air and ranges. And even tnisdetensive armor is
eaves the plant food behind to build insufficient to protect them from a
But the spines
number of enemies
tip the tissues of the plant.
If the soil is hard and lumpy the do protect them from stock, and beBttle roots cannot penetrate far into fore they can be made Into stock feed
If the spine most be destroyed.
it. but must feed near the surface.
Fornnatsly the spines bum readily.
we have a deep mellow seed bed. the
roots are encouraged to go deep and hence is la possible to singe them off
gather plant food from a large amount without affecting the stems, and so A Georgia Woman Tafia How She
come at the forage
of soil.
FeU Like She Was Being KülrrJ
Two ways of burning spines hare
The plant food in hard, lumpy ground
ts not easily dissolved. Stirring the been shown to be practicable. One is
-C- ardui Hetped Her.
soil and breaking up the clods bring to out the stalks with a machete or a
the water into contact with more soil sharp spade and hold them in the
Pelham, Oa. "I wag in a terrible
f blaze of a brush fire with a pitch
surface and hastens the solution
fix."
Is
fork.
singe
on
writes Mrs. E. L. Blgham. of Pel
The
other
to
them
the plant food
Thrifty farmers try to keep their I the plants as tbe- stand with a gaso-soi- l ham, Ga. "I was so weal I could
mellow and loose on the surface Ho 'orch specially made for the work. hardly walk across the room. I bad
so that it will absorb and hold water This torch Is made on the principle of such pains Id my sides and would
gSjough to carry the plant through the an ordinary plumbera torch, with aj swell up so I could hardly stand It.
rather long pipe for the reservoir and I was Irregular
dry, hot part of the season.
and could not do my
The pictures herewith show an in- one that may he turned in different H- - work. My
head
ached aU the Ume,
Is!
ia
rectlons.
a
tiaeoline
fuel
sad
teresting way in which the rainwater
so
bad
I felt like it would
at
times
pressure
lli,e'
under
and mixed with
enters the soil and how it comes back
essential that all kill me. I also suffered with drawing
pa to the surface by capilliary attrac- - a,r- 80 u I
t
joints be
and oe Kept tree pains la my legs and my hack hurt
tion.
serloas explo-- I and I was getting poorer every day.
In the first picture the rain is soak- 'of gasoline; otherwise
(
ing into the soil, passing down into tt sions may occur.
but Cardul got ms up sble to do my
The torch method Is much the more work and I feel
by gravity, and Is stored for future
better than I have for
rr.i Id and leas laborious. Experience some
use.
time.
bag
shown that it ia well to bars a
The second picture shows how the
"I cannot praise Cardul strongly
. w..in
1.
v
water during dry weather moves up t,ood pressure In the tank and avoid
u
J ml
using
in
torch
as
wind
the
the
reach
to supply the plants. On one side of
as possible, since this materially laH m "tnaa.
As a tonic, for weak women, we
the amount of singeing.
f creases
t
f
Considering the fact that we hare a know of nothing equal to Card at. tt
EVAPORATION
period of etortage of feed and water gives strength and ambition, bright:
each year In the spring aad early ram- ens the eyes, clears the complexion,
t
mer, and periodic occurrences of years regulates the system
and helps you
that are drier than usual at that Urns, back to a new yonthfolness
of looks
tt would seem but a sensible thing for
I
feeling.
and
stockmen to encourage the growtii of
Made from puts vegetable iagred-lenta- .
cacti upon those parts of their ranges
It contains no powerful mineral
where grass and better forage do not
grow well; this . to bo done whh ths drugs, or deleterious compounds Conidea of preparing for the lean year." taining no glycerin, or similar maThe easy way of planting cacti Is to terial. It has no mawkish, disagreescatter the separate joists over the able taste, and haa no possible bad
ground. They will, take root without after-effec- t
covering. The work may be done at
Absolutely harmless, it Ja good for
any season of tke year, though a young
every
larger per oent. of the Joints will root family. snd old and should he ia
Try
It.
during the rainy season. Jaie slate
Tour druggist sella It,
meat applies to the lower and hotter!
southern end of the territory.
Water Moving Up.
SAVE MOISTURE FOR PLANTS
ah- the plant a mulch prevents the loss
-S-twrtet. Say. Ahaa
It.
I
Ü
of moisture, while oa the other stdc
"i A!J
I
IIP
Break Up ths Surface of the Soil with tas.
Lhe water is being lost by evaporation
Rake or Some Other Implement
Stayarj
at the crusted surface.
to Prevent Evaporation.
When a heavy rain falls the greater
part of the water pasees down through
Vsuslly as soon as a rain Is over
the soli until it reaches s place where the atmosphere Is free of
all the openings between the soil par- snd evaporation from the soil moisture
sets In.
ticles are filled with free water. Dur- The water that has just
soaaed is
ing the time between rains the plants comes up
through the little pores
iiust get their moisture from this sup- tween the soil grains snd passes be
off
ply deep down In the ground.
from the surface of the soil Into
la order to keep this moisture In air. The gardener's slat with the
ths
the ground s loose, light mutch oa the mulch Is to save this
moisture
aad
pronecessary,
is
Is
surface
and this
send It through hla plants If the litduced by shallow cultivation.
tle pipe or tutea formed by the pores
of the soil are broken the tow through
Gov. Morris on Dry Farming.
them la checked and evaporation from
"Dry farming Is a big auestloooae the ground Is much
lessened. It Is
of the biggest the present generation only necea as ry then In
I
order to savs i
upon
to
It
celled
consider.
win be
the mote ta re for the pleats to break
means an Increased prosperity te arid up the surface of the sell with s
i
rafee
5?rrW
regions, rural homes for those In con- or other Implement.
gested centers, occupation for the unemployed, food for the hungry. It
Protect Vol
serai weslth and happiness for
Do not leave your, farming Imple
thoueaads sow living; and millions yet ments out In the weather when you
Gov. Edwin L. Morris of get through with them. If you are
unborn."
S
.fWaSSaaaJaayaaaa.yaa.1
Montana
not going to use them for a few days
peg them under cover, aa It might posGarden Is Profitable.
sibly rain. The smount lost In the ítiíw-iMfcísa- A.
The garden is s profitable piece ef depreciation of the machinery left ta
land. It pays to tsetse It with a the open would sons build a big shed
tight aad substantial fence, so that which to the song ran costs less thsa
The a smaller one.
the qhtckens wlU not bother.
women folks wBI appreciate this.
W
Üasjyf- tSk
Since ths garden Is really a part of
Planting on Fourlaeh areas,
Planting seed oa a three or four-Inc-h
the home grounds, it will pay to make
break la lake trying la ralas a
the garden fence beautiful as wsll as
M' ir
crop oa s rag carpet aad very discouraging to a begiaaer. hat, at the sgsse
.i
'
pBii plowing la Beet.
h
time through lack of horse power this
fat plowing ta lathe teat for ob- may be the osly way. aad the seat jSTm awTfMilTTJ'lT
crops! If the land
la condition to
beat tatag to do Is to raake
tain h good tilth. If not It Is better efforts to get down deeper aa
to wait until spring.
ss possible every tnsossatng

Planta are like sálasela ta that thaw
ana' have food and drink or they son
sicken and die. Anímala rae move
thou l from place to place and secure
their food, hat planta must get their
toed sad water by sending their roots
at through the soil.
The May rents which spread mat
through the soU are buey all of the
Ume taking up water from the sett
few the nee of the stalk and leaves
akctve This water Ml It goes lato the
slant through the roots carries with
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Gossip of Washington

NO PLACE FOR A PAINTER.

that
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to
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sirengtl and

The toettoet of aistoiry aarorsl a yrory wooma w efasaO

la
vV

jhrtofc horn tho aiwaaal ssaitoos of ah tooal ahylaiao
of evsewsntioo jeeh-which eses todattoees. Tbe

of this fact 6aft la a tóa
la the oanaompttoo or
ev- -y ttam the strength
qualities of Qatar Oata hoee
aao tested hy aeloatfelo Investigation
a? by esaerf axe ra aaaauoa n bob

Lost Money Order. Worth Mill

TJsñi7wtsa'sowÍya

hot

tvosa bad

irdrsos
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wweao.
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'uim'ifHnJ nil

sorrnog
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pse' s prfrffego fa corn
e.
it
grao many srasasa won tbmrnjmam m rarhda
gao Poesv

a

be

i
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oja

J

odaAoAf

the meeetee aad brain with
systam la perfect
lastructkma oatIt bulldo
tailag
the dlerrtlve orgaaa; It
ire etoar and
ao lituo say nog ana atmra k.
'T
"Par aao ttlag It la
that
gives' M BkfrMtoL "
prepared and
o rnrrfull
It !
who
a
g
persons eurrbaeiag
rant M to abaetntoly poro aad
tho aalator Malar llvo
norantly destroy t
eleaa. A Qwaher Oata eatlag ramny hero?
Wnmmn'w"ll.
la always a healthy family.
tke order constitute nothing
landlady No: they are all respe-tsbl- e
Besides the regalar site saihgayai
than a receipt. Many aetsai
house.
people
la
this
are ta the nabtt of purrhaatag mam- Qoaker Data eaa be bought lo tono
SMOWN COMPUSITMMI.
Q
me t-ey orders before traveling from one alao famltr aechases aad la her 11
OtNO UP!
Ically sealed tlaa.
ASWlNflTON -- A W
piare to another, with a hw of coa-- t
W mea discovered some t3t ace ert Inn them Into cash as asedad, and LIKE SOME PEOPLE WE
City ways vara not altogether new
to bias. but. aa ho waited at tho eleva
that Mr German aura waa destroy these are lost through ravels soasea,
ing ih maneo seders afea pur i ka sed by ffre. etr
tor shaft, la one of Omaha a largo of
It alo frequently happen that or
to remit to the Fatherland
Ico balkahtga, ho said ta ato ornatora up wlthia the last flo yars j dors are sent ha wrong addresses, sad
ra alono.
more than gone of money arde. after repeated attempt rn the port
Well. I ll bo hanged If that too t a
thinking tbfy were receipt tor ta 01 dV .tome
department U Had
beater."
Why. whatr
nioaey deposited In the office I Wash-- the paye or real It tar, are seat to the
n departaoat, together. wUh advices, aa
lugtoa aad that the money had
Jnat took ot that uaafuaostol railH aS
mmmwmnr
a
(inly rent to h r old u. other la Uar uepsid.
rood adiar ttolag oa aa Omaha ele va
nut 9
"Nnrwtthatanditit 'kh. the governlse UP! What won t they doaost'"
His aomaaaioa replied.
II I'
ThlK Incident retail
the laet thai ment baa wisely made peorlstoa for
"
A
th-- ee
those letters asean ap.'
han ar enmaletad in too nation-- l taa.payargat of moaoy orders toot or
Whoa I oao that word.
njohsury nrilftonx of doflars, possi- destroyed, by the Issuance, upon sa
I
always comes to my miad:
ambo (ta Waah) Ton say
tefartory paoot of baa or destination.
bly tea mlUloaa, since too establishWhenever tho tittle word W you
ment of baa proa oat system la iaa. of a drrnltente money order paaable tmtkful. Toa, sure you ho full
The government assumes lb rol of to the payee or remitter making appil- - trun, bat you aever let aay out.
Thinh of Safety. Speed, Service via
piltre for the safe transfer of mea-a- y aartoa therefor, aa tat agea may bo.
A WRSK'S KXBf RIIMCL
O. IV
toa ens? tadivldadt to another, and Provision la also made for the payFor sore throat, sharp pain
Tan will aso that word at
the proteetlou Is nearly perfect, yet ment of orders which ara not present
every
lungs, tightness across the
uasaonasr
in
in
limit
time
elevator
ine
the
payment
before
ed
for
always
remedy
cannot
the
facta San
Ing, Ctc, Overcome.
try. tort before yon leave for ta west,
chest, hoarseness or cough,
rarelesxneaa or ignorance of persons provided by law has etplred.
ha aura to boy year ticket sin The
la.e the parts with Sloan's
"la one Instance a claim for the
buying money orders.
to expected to know
to Travel"
Liniment. You don't need to
An official, speaking of the system. pay meat of a lost postal note waa al- "This vast accumulatlon
of lowed 25 yeare after It became Inval-beln- . to do tor common BjbBjBjamL and
said
rub,
Just lay it on lightly. It
Tie Is Essential.
cn who suffer
money Is steadily
augmented Id. It will be aeon that as trustee for
HBbbI
insta ntly to the teat
penetrates
to
s
"Dad. what sort of a bureau
from year to year, and unless the peo-- 1 Its rlttsens In tae transfer of pn-ul- e
relieves
trouble,
of
the
T'
matrimonial-bureaguor, and otaos
become better at minted with vate fúndetele I'nited States exercises
tion and stops tbe pain.
O. any bureau that has five draw
mea symptom of
the character of a money order dlllg nee la an attempt to find the
one
fixings
aad
women
of
ers
full
complaint,
kidney
are
um proof.
sum rightful owner And yet millions
the accumulated
transaction
should be grateful to nun's tat la It.' Houston Post.
Mr. AW. Price. F do rda. Kan..
promises to become almost febnton. ' arm outstanding for which claimants
Mr. Minnie Turner,
Saya: "We have need Sloan's LiniTola money ha accumulated through I will a ver appear. This vast sum la
Your
lana
ment tor s year, and find it an excel-leSnake
B.
B.
St..
of
government."
by
suspense
the
no fault of the Fnlted State. The held In
thing for sore throat.chest pains,
the antiseptic ponder
for Allen's
I
Okla..
oarko,
It makes tight or new shoes feet easy. It
cold, and hay favor stocks. A few
pointing out the waff Is
a certain cure for sweettnr. callous Rand
drops taken oa sugar atop cough-to- g
to
feeC Atwsys use
to find quick relief. Mr. Tumor atoé hM
and sneezing instantly."
gotobyan
Druaidsts.
Break in new sboes.
Doaa'a Kidatey P1U for a rundown con Sc.
Address
Free.
mailed
Trial
ulatlon. 1 do not expect prices to fall dition, backache, pain la the side aad Allen BV oaasted, uroy,
ior.
soon."
kidney, bloated limb, ote. The way- westwaaIf
asked
Secretary Wilson
In the Country.
they hare built me up ia limply mar
ern farmers really were investing velous, taya Mra. Turner, who la
do you uopose
Mrs. KaJckor--Vh- at
large sums of moaoy hi aatomohUea. nurse. "My health improved rapidly it wra that Maty did?
'
"There Is too much truth fn those Five boxea did ao much for me I
-- Mrs. Becker
Left, ot ewrrse. Har
reports," he responded. "The farmer tell Inn everr bod v about it"
pora
la out of debt. Ha ha paid tor als
Remember the name Donna, soldi
1
Look out tor the imitations of
easier to use man porous
farm, htr Xea x and Ms machinery by all dealer. 50 centa a box. Foster.
if you
WRIGLÜX - SPKAKMLST
Re baa money in Us flodktts and big lillburh Co., Buffalo, Tí. T.
plasters, acts quicker and does
you'll
PUF: average laborer la living bet crops continué to come on. lie la
haven't taMad them. If
for Preservnot clog up the pores ot tne stun.
1 ter
y
than did Queen Eliza afraid to Invest In eastern securities.
e
Ready for the End.
look out uitbout being told.
It isa excellent anbeth In her time." said Secretary WO lest a year bring trouble there. There
tiseptic remedy for
The rector and a farmer were duv
ing, Purifying and BeanWell Potted.
asthma, bronchitis,
son or tne uenaniuem or agricuuuTpre ne puts hjs D oney in luxurioa. cusslng the subject of pork one day
and all inflammatory
"Is l)e well posted?"
.ejng oi.use prow purity oi 4 Jts,, ;iu of channels that might gjve a and the rector displayed considerable
bcaip,
Üíying Uit-Skm- ,
disease
of the
"Yes, gt, eve.ry club, he beloois.io."
In the
ral and of the ifcturn People In the east do not interest ia a pen of good aired Berk-- :
cheat;
and
throat
Harvntti Lampoon v.
,
the woraiagman In the know What luxuries are; they must shires. "Those pigs of yours are in.
,s, .,
Hair and Hands, for Sanawill break op the
go west to find that out
fine condition, Tomkinoon," he remembrane
deadly
drink liquor except medicinYe, aur; they be." replied allyDon'tWRIGLRY'S
"The farmer Is handicapped by lack marked.
tive, Antiseptic Ckansing
"Take the meat bills of the laborer
aa attack of croup,
SPEARMtSiT take
Vow will of laaOT. ffto many have gone from the matter-of-fac- t
'
farmer. "Ah, sur, if
and will kill any kind
In Washington." he said.
the tmell off your, brea,
oí neuralgia or r hen-- ,
find that they eat meat three times the farm to the sidewalk. I bono that we waa all of us only as fit to die as
made pains.
a day most of then- pad they are education along agricultural linea will they De. iur, wé'd do." London News.
There to no sorer and no readier
dr
try
cares
not content with any kind, but de- remedy rjhia, but the tide has not yet
own
your
to
than
remedy for
or Touao.r
people.
mand the best cuta. They can af- turggd. cut by means of Improved OtsfB or Onto CmVOVKTV.
care
of
other
lessen
the
to
BRiltMto
Nnatfa,
t
LICJJ
the iuachJaery he farmer today can do
ford them. Aa a oatosequence
that he a ns
eaiM J Onn otmxkm
tJi
m
r. t. iwn
ot tae Brat
to.
nut
nin
price of meat Is higa. While the many times) as much as he accom
o4 SIMe whOS yea feel a eold eaatla oa by laaf a few doaes
Id Um City ot Tortdo, County
uflVry DnW falakUlaf. U la bWlai rtail gswilaa
and that Ml fins III aay Utt mm ot
farmera are producing mora beef ev- plished tan .years ago. He doea It alonwid. NDREI)
ibb aarar. The iai He ootuaa ara ia caeajaw.
DOLLARS Or aaeh aad trwj
OSK Ht
ery year, they arar not producing with taao, too, for he sita at nearly mm
ot Cavabbb that aaaaw at cana oy
aa.
BAU.S CaTaaaa Ci
t,
enough to meet the Increase In pop all ma woraypowaaays.
It 'man were not vain the power
a of womm i would' neaaevHBniart Set.
won to BBS ate aad niiwais Sari
Mr. A. D.. UW.
ata dajr ot
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HE number of going: going, gone
saleo which the government con
ducts ought to qualify Uncle Sam for
admission to the guild of auctioneers.
These sales aro tho real thing, too.
red flag and all.
The tourist in Washington gets a
hock when he Is paaalng the back of
the department of agriculture build
ing these days and oes a big red flag
with the uauajfiWt letters sewed on:
Auction Today.'' He wondera if the
government If. restoring to desecrate
sacan of. raising tho fclfld.
But your Uncle Sam Is not In the
auction buaiaoa from necessity. Tbe
agriculture aalea are explained In
thig aay. Whenever an Invoice of any
article of food arrive from abroad a
certain number of packages are taken
by the government for examination to
see whether the artltle oofcplles with

For instance, olive oil, Maraschino
cnernea, wine, sardines, muanrooms,
French peaa. preserves and jams to
fact all Imported food articles come
under thia regulation. But though the
government requires half a doaen pack
ages to be turned over to It for Inspection in order to avoid the chance of
a single one being Died up and slipped
off apon them the analysis rarely
goes beyond tho contents of one apem
J
men out of the six.
So that of each consignment of six
cans of olive oil, six bottle of cherries
or of champagne or six cans of- sar
dines, Ave remain untouched. It graft
were really as prevalent aa the muck
raker would have as believe the en
tire six pacaageo' wouia prona my
opened and a nip taken from each
on, while tho vast of ike casjtenta
woold be appropriated as a legitimate
perquisite of offlce( (by the heads
the department).
Instead of that, five out of alz of tho
articles received for analysis under
the law aro sold at these auctions bo- bind tbe department building. Tho
jecoipta go Into the exchequer of tho
-
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The barber bad encroached on the
t Japanese, iaipertotot with tho result
It feU beneath his
bill!
Keen biaae oerore me customer couia
protest.
It was necessary thoa to
cut It art off
Member of the Japanese party em
toyed.
los attention, it. aomxo dn
ffngiisa
of tae
to see It In a bumoroua light
tjtCK of- amatory
led to the loaa of a care- ohued
fully cultivated board which graced
Canadians Crossing Border.
'
Uto obla of 8. Zumoto, editor of the
Many natives of the province ot OnTimM of Tokyo and a member tario. Canada, are moving lato tho
fit tne commercial commission visit- United Stales, principally Into Now
ing this country. Mr. Zumoto visited York state
Tho aaylMhw of the
tho barber shop la the hotel at which
Ity of Kingston has Inora aad only
he la a guest.
10 la the last year. The oaugraata
-I would like to bo abavod." be said, ar mostly young married couple.
la hailing Eagliah. "Not altogether,
Hurt By Moving Picture Shews.
'nut conservatively."
Theaters la London aad all over
ao
as
vandyke
ala
carreseed
Ha
ore complaining of small ra
spoke. Tho harbor, a tactltuna, wort jstond
eeipti
lay tho trouble to tho movand
towtucked'
the
said nothing, but
skews, which are vary poppicture
ing
els and aprons aad othar article of ular and range front a black Uood teat
iapaaoae
In
the
gad
around
trad
ata
to the theater la rtoadilly whore
editor's neck. Then pa bogan
when Ihoro are amato m ton.
American m Ik shop
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To believe only
minds can grasp.

The grandest time a man has to de
scribing to his wife exactly how an
election la coming out and the busiest
explaining why It didn't.
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Gleaming teeth! The more WRIGLRY'S SPEARMINT you chew, tho
fewer dentist's bills you pay!
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You Can Shave Wwrself With
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After acquiring all the knowledge
he can from books, many a man takes
a postgraduate course by marrying a
widow.
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Pettit's Eye salvé for 25c.
Relieves tired, conges ted. inflamed and
sore eyes, quickly stops eye ches. All.
druggists or Howard Bros, Buffalo. N. Y.

When two women begin to talk over
the back fence his aataaic majesty
hear a tot about their neighbor that
be aever even suspected.
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na the striking af a target haa be
summer.
oeusnuie tins
tboughtfully. If yon told the
ao nearly aa Infallibility that the
alouer bla exact ageT
"Piotr ala peed bla leg and laughed tag which tow the floating target are Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
REASONS GALORE IN DIARY. delightedly
separated from them by only BOO feet
John H. Murray Pastor.
f Una. The men upoa the toga have Preaching
The ery thing!' be triad,
at 11 a. m. and 7 :00
ao more expectation of being a truck
er thoaght of tbaf"
Mubby Retir ta It Whan Wifay
than If they were a mil behind the p. ni.
an Explanation Call Him
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
gun. They never have been struck, al
ay af Army Officers.
Meanest Man In Europe, Ana. Afrie
All strangers will find a wel
When a young man becomes a cadat though the different batteries have
r Amanea.
at West Point, he enters upon a gov- frequent practice. The song of the come at all of these services.
aheil to the men on the tag la not Ilk
Youug Mens Institute Friday
ernment allowance of $6üt.90 a year.
(Copyright. 1907. by M. M. Cunningham.)
tbe aong af the Lorelei, for death doea evenings, at tbe Club Rooms.
Ik
On
graduation
tbe
West
Pointer
Mr. Perkins had taken a seat on the
aot follow la Ita wake. To be sure
aarandn after dinner to smoke a cigar commissioned n second lieutenant in: like motoring, one haa to become ac
receives a aalary of f i.400 if unmount
and be reasonably thankful that he ed or
Preebjterian Church.
IL500 if mounted. Increases at customed to face what seems like 1m
was alive, and he was just enjoying
Sunday school 10 a. ni.
each fire year period bring tbe pay at pending death. Palth In the gunner
tho reddest kind of a sunset when Mrs. u
ch or twenty years up to u aa la the chauffeur, and In the gun. at Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :90
Perkina Joined him with a certain
la tbe coa caaa and 92,100 In tbe la the motor car. la an seaantlal.
You
are invited to come
What le done by the guna la aome of
of countenance that pat him on other.
again
and
bring your friends.
his guard at once. She was sly and
The pay Of first lieutenants begins at ear forte la lUnatrated by what haa
aun v.- and smooth aa she talked about 91.900 and 91.000; -- rtatus, l.sij and recently been accomplished at two of
bugs and. uoH(uitoes and peach bloa-- 92.000; majors, 92.6U0; lieutenant colo-oal- the forte along the Atlantic coast. Al
Baptist Church.
Beatoa a target four aad a half miles
95.j; calooaia, 9M00. pattfe
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On tbe average the aalary of Lbt
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four minutes, tbe
...'er of shots services.
college profeaaor. tbe minister or
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
civil service employee. The of- being six. The f o .owing day a bat
ficer haa allowance for reeidence and tery af twelve inch trun prformod
Prayer service every Wednes
the ease feat baucblng the shots day 7:15 p.
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Strangers are specially invited.
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Battery Parrott at Fort Monroe,
Tbe physical conditions on Mara arc
recently waa called upon to Are at a
in many waya Intermediate between
those found upon the earth and tbe moving target aa unknown distance
M. E, Church, Sooth.
moon, and It seems plaaalble that the away. Actually It waa about three aad
Preaching every Snnday Morn
life existing upon It should similarly one-hamitos away. Pyramidal In
be of a higher type than that found ou shape. It looked a It moved across the ing and Evening at the usual
the moon and of a lower type than water aboat aa a leg o' mutton sail on hours- that found at present on tbe surface of a skiff would appear at a flan are ef
Sunday school 9:45 a. ra.
the earth. Even If the phyaical condl four mitos. Brery abet waa a hit. aad
Senior and Junior Leamiea.
tfona. aa we understand them, were the fourth and tost destroyed the tor
equally favorable with theae on the get Tbe estire round waa bred la! I Sunday Aftennoon at 3:00 and
00.
earth, civilization would by no means minute eocoade
Prayer Service everv Wednea
be a neceeeary consequence.
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You tee invited to attend anv
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do your ha replied after a moment.
ty four fast la estimating the hit,
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Sunday school 10 a. m.
"Certainly. That baa been undertbe bast la that af a representative
In hla ezperlmenta to determiuatood ever aince last December."
I reaching II a. m. and 7:30
whether It la tbe color or the odor of battleship. A shot which doea aot ac"I'm! Vmr
m.
"I can be all ready la about two flowers that attracts bee and other tually hit the target but which weald
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welcome
weeks from now. Have you written insects M. Plateau, the Belgian zoolo-- I hare pierced a veaael had It been
tt any of tbe placea to aea about gist, bethought him of trying a mirror where the target was. Is counted a hit. time.
Stacy S. Phillip., ttwtor
He selected a flower of striking color Officers o tbe tug towing tbe targets
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"No. not quite. That la, not exactly." and strong odor and placed It before work oat the scar by moans of tbe
"But you will right away tomorrow an ezretlent glass in which the raaec-Uo- "rang rake " This to aa Implement
waa perfect. All tbe Insect went which toeka Ilka a garde rake with a
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Hot Point Pacific

olM-ae-

Electric Iron,

odi-ca- r
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THE

MOST

EFFICIENT

IKON

ON

THE MARKET.

at the handle, yet hottest upon the tace, with
greatest amount of heat directly in tbe point.
The patented stand attached to the heel of
the iron is most
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidden in the folds of the work.

g
Thia
nccrsaity may be uaed by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to you on
The iron will cost you nothing during the
labor-savin-
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Year store, for every one of the 365
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Dried fruits of all kinds of the The big dance at the Majestic
finest quality at Hughes grocery. theater Haw Years ave.
Give them a trial.
I. A. Goakee of Tularosa, was
Mrs, Mae Docalo name up from ia Alamo on business, Tuesday.
Bl Paso Saturday to visit hoc? a
Rev. James a King of Pandora
folks over Sunday.
."ex as is a new subscriber for the
Mr. Lee Jones, of Aleaaar fame,
News- wast to Weed this weak, wo
SORORITY
CANDY AT
$. EYAIS,
andar stand that ho is looking
for a new location. We will all
regret loosing him, if ha does decide to go, Ala mo is getting better and it a pretty good town to
stay in.
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To night and every night
meet me at the Alcazar. Program Those popular Sunday evening
always changing.
dinners are to be better than
Messrs. Lvneh, O. A. Garrett ever at the Alamogordo. Get
left for Caballero Canon Wednea--da- your New Tears dinner there.
No details overlooked. Suet
to be gone some little time.
telephon ahead and .Mrs.N eel
Mrs. M. H. Lasher left this does thereet.
week for Globe. Ariaona, where
aba expect to spend the the wi nfc-with her daughter. Misa
Mr. latum, of Oloudcrof twent
Viola.
to El Paso on a business trip this
D. A Fribley, proprietor of week.
the Cash Meat Market, selects
If its something to eat.gGet
and buys his own fat cattle and
hogs and superintends his own it at Hughes Grocery.
butchering. Write him if you
Prof. L. P. Tipton, teacher of
have fat cattle or bogs to sell.
the Toleróse, Public School made
What you want when you want this office a pleasant business call
Friday. Mr. Tipton is spending
it at Hughes Grocery.
the holiday with home folks here
Bart L. Hilburn.of Fort Bliss, in Alruno.
has arrived in Alamogordo and
SORORITY.
is spending the Holiday with bis
brother, T. A. Hilburn and farm- For a pleasant evening. " The
Jy.
Aleaaar of conree.
That delicious off see at the
G. O. Haana and wife of
Southwestern 6 cents par cup.
Smiths Grove, Kentucky, who
Mr. and Mrs. Marios Lott from are prominent teachers of that
Uoerun Georgia are hare visiting place, has been in Alamo, severMrs. Lott, and son D. L. Lott.
al days on their vacation.
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Mrs. R. A. Burke of Chicago, croft are visiting friends and reDseft take up ao mock room and yea
arrived Sunday to Wait her latives here, this week. Mr. Ta- won't be ao apt to bare year da1st
tum is general manager for the laajpaa.
daughter Mrs. H. A. Hanson.
Cloudcroft Commercial Co. and if Reappearance
at
SORORITY
certainly, one of the best busi- deceptive than appearances.
To toe
M . 8. Quinli van from Mi ame, ness men in the .City of the
"Whafs that atoja
A thing to either bravo or foolhardy
asked tkegawa
Ariaona is here visiting his pee-n- Clouds.
according: to whether It succeeds or sharer
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Ha crushed to earth win lie
See Albert Andregg for all Grocery.
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"What fori BVeijbudy
kind of nice fresh meats.
Mrs. C. F. Prince and sister.
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Percheroa Stallion, black with star. Foaled May 14,
1906; bred and owned by A. J. Dodsoo, Normal,
111.
This splendid horse is now the prop-- '
erty of the
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Grain, Mill Feed, Flour, Meal,
Garden at)d fed Seed
Our Prices will Interaat you tbee hard
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we guarantee
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Effect Upon
Nation Hard

A Plain Coiffure

BEAUTY

VV1NTHR0P

Employed

to Stimulate Indus
tries, Says Hattie Wffliams.

L. MARVIN

good-lookin- g

. ..
actu-

i
(inven
tne inmosti speoti. wi
at..i
i ne nappiesr economic couuiuun
ally attainable is that in which higher prices and higher standards of living are outstripped by a steady, substantial increase in the earnings of the
work people themselves. That fortunate condition seems to be exemplified
in our own country more signally than in any other nation in the world.
There is one class, however, though a small one. on which the higher
This is the
cost of living undoubtedly presses without any alleviation.
as
the stated
such
sources
from
fixed
income
on
a
persons dependent
To such
of
or
allowances
annuities!
bonds,
the
recipients
or
interest on
those
even
not
of
universal
soaring
of
prices,
persons as these in this time
hold
out
of
Europe,
towns
continental
ancient refuges, the provincial
legin
heeded
heard
and
much hope of escape, nor are their lamentations
islative halls. For the perverse statesmanship of modern Christendom,
swayed more and more by a sordid need of the support of popular majorities, everywhere insists on deferring
(VOtfWS
to what it regards as the greatest good itadJLfddL
greatest
number.
of the
i

i

i
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estimated that there are more than
33,333,000 deaths a year in this old world
of ours. The tipures make one wonder to
just what extent nature uses again the particles which go to make up the human
form. Estimating the average weight at
It is

In Midst
of Life
We Are
in Death

.,...

t..

goods she is paid to show off. Paris
led the way in this new field of endeavor and Philadelphia has rapidly
fallen Into line.
"Next to the French capital I know
of no city where the fairness of its
daughters Is so effectively used for
honest business purpose.
"Let me explain. Let ua walk down
Chestnut street. We drift along With
the stream of whoppers until that
stream becomes jammed in front of a
big show window. There in the window sits a girl of surpassing fairness
Her beautifully shaped head, crowned
with a wealth of glossy black hair, is
bent over a new model sewing machine. She is intent on her work and
we are Intent on the picture she
makes. It Is probably a very fine,
sewing machine, but It could
stay in that window for many weeks
and not attract a crowd.
"The man whose business it Is to
sell that machine knows his business
and knows it well. The combination
of girl and machine Is a pleasing one
and the impression is lasting.
"Further down the street there is a
shop with big windows, through which
we see heaps of confections, and we

150 pounds, nearly 5.01M ,000.000 pounds
of matter is thus returned to earth annu-

ally. And this process will go on in increasing ratio just as long as the human
race continues to increase. That a portion
By F. H. RICHARDSON
of the human form evaporates into gas and
is blotTB wherever the wind may go is un
questionable,
it follows that it is quite
possible that particles of matter which were a part of the earthly body
y
be reent in our city of Chicago
of Alexander the Great may
may even be incorporated in your body and mine.

would favor votes for women if I
thought they would succeed in securing lególa! ion which would make it impossible
for women t work when they are not in
absolute need of the money.
It is this
which causes, in part, the small wages paid
women.
Parent)
be forced to keep their
girls in school longer instead of sending
toetn out to seek employment so that the
children themselves may gratify a taste for
By P. EVAN JONES
clothey and pleasure- - which the parents
are unable to give them.
Husbands who allow their wives to
work when they are abie to Up port them and wives who insist on working
when there is DO neces-it- v
r their doing so should be fined and impris- 1

Women
Who
Crowd
Labor
Market

well.

The hair is parted off for this coiffure as for a pompadour. The portion
combed back is tied at the base of
the head and twisted Into a coll, fastened with pins.
That portion of the hair combed for
ward Is to be parted In the middle.
The shell coronet is adjusted to the
IN CONDITION

Quality of Towel Used Is an Impor
tant Consideration Proper Care
Of Brushes Employed.

To-da-y
is used over and over by nature.
it is a cabbage,
a part of a tinman body; in a few years perhaps it passes into
a flower or is incorporated into a sturdy oak which is hewn down, sawed

into boards and made into the finish of a room.
Then, too. in addition to the enormous tribute to mother nature
through death, the human body renews itself every seven years, we are
told. In other words, the human body actually dies every seven years,
which adds another 860,000,000 (nearly) pounds of matter which humanity annually contributes to the uses of nature.
Of course, such a subject as this is to some extent grewsome, but it
is nevertheless interesting.
The average death rate is computed to be practically one every second
of time.
Every time the clock !eats a human soul passes into the great beyond.
Truly, in the midst of life we are in death.

The plain coiffure, void of curl or
wave or puff. Is very pretty and striking, and fortunate are .those who
can wear it. Fair ones with a plentiful supply of hair, aa well as good
looks, will find this variation of the
Greek style (so much In vogue), Junt
suited to them. It requires a bead
band and a pair of wide combs to hold
it well in shape. The bang la a sort
of small shell coronet and answers
the purpose of supporting the side
as
hair and adorning the coiffure

TO KEEP FACE

Matter

can see, too, a dainty blonde miss of
exquisite feature and coloring who
seems to have little In the world to do
except to sit just where the passing
throngs can get glimpse of her fresh
loveliness. Why is that store crowded
with customers while another confectionery shop further down the street
languishes tor want of trade? The
sweets in the one shop may be no better than those In the other, but the
attractiveness of the blonde saleswoman furnishes the one thing needful In
business the initiative.
"In these days of greatest competition among merchants,. it was a clever
roan indeed who first realised the tremendous attraction of a pretty woman's face for shoppers, women as well
as men. For, don't for a moment think
that the potency of these fair young
women is felt only by the opposite
sex.

" 'Bertha, the Beautiful Sewiag Machine Girl,' can go on biding her beauty In the dusty factory, where it
seems, after all, she has had a hard
time of it, but If Bertha U really so
beautiful she can be happily prosper
ous by giving legitimate publicity to
her fresh, wholesome charms. And
that's what many Berthas are doing
one I.
y
In Philadelphia, and it's a good
The same treatment should be given parents who allow their girls to thing all around. It won't spoil Bertha If she's the right sort of girl, and
work instead of keeping them ii school or at home.
won't hurt the shopping public to look
A law which would forbid niarrid women from workinp unless their upon bright,
pretty faces ."
husbands were shown to ie invalid or dead or earning wages
what
Phosphorescent Forests.
would be be declared th" minimum in such cases would do much toward
The phosphorescence of certain
the
unsettled
adjusting
present
economic conditions us regards the workers. agaiies of Borneo has more
than once
demoralised the superstitious natives
In Washington the health department and astonished whites Some years
engineers
has lately made a most itnjHirtant ruling ago a party of English
found it necessary to surrey a- - tract
in the interest of the public
of low lying country which was alThe new order is to the effect that the most Impenetrable, and to blase the
owners of dressed meat products, the car- trail natives were employed to work
at night, others during the day. The
casses of beef, pork, mutton and the like, former came Into camp one
night
shall not allow them to be hauled through stating tbst they rould not go through
the city's streets unless they are protected a portion of the bush or forest, Strang
"spirits" on me trees telling then thai
from the filth and dust that the wind is evil would befall them If they
coa
ever conveying through the atmosphere.
tlnued. The "spirits" proved to be o
It is a sensible stand to take and ought magnificent display of phosphores
cense emanating from agarlee grow
B, DR. W RAE
to be adopted everywhere.
tag upon the dead limbs of the trees.
The bodies of animals destined for These vegetable fire bodies were
traced for a considerable distance,
food will accumulate germs of disease un
producing a mosr remarkable exhibiless they are covered in transit from slaughter honses ami railway stations
tion, the light In tome places being so
to their destination in the market stalls.
brilliant that It was difficult to bei
For years no one has thought fit to interfere in this essential matter lieve that the forest was not afire. To
test the brilliancy the
and the consequence il that the public has been farced to purchase insanian gent DM Ml
tary meat s.
and read by the light

RAM'S HORN MOWN.
Every ana of tha ievfra fiery darts
Is pointed with a doubt.
Perfect trust and perfect peace
aevat ask for a divorce,
Tha man is a great loser who loses
his character and saves bis cash.
The man whe lives only for himself,
couldn't be In any smaller business.
The dollar that does the most for tu
Is the dollar with which we do good.
The man vno has faith in God l
sure to have many other good things.
Some are so bus trying to do some- thing for the Lord tha Lord cannot do
anything for them.
Tha man who Is barn lame in his
mtfid limps in bis conduct all his life.
Where faith ends sin begins.
There are still many people wao
never find out t'aat It la a waste ot
jewelry to cast pearls before awia.
The man who cried out for the release of Barabbae had aa much to do
head before the front hair Is combed with the crucifixion of Christ as the
to place. After adjusting the coro- man who drove the spikes.
net the hair at each side ia brought
back over the coronet. Ta ends are
Means Much for Egypt
rolled under to form an additional
Oil
haa
been struck 150 miles south
feet-ene- d
is
aupport for thé hakr, and It
to place by means of rather long of Sues, an Ike Red sea coast, the
gusher giving increasing quantities
side combs aided by hair pins.
It the hair is very heavy, it is not dally, and indicating large reserves.
necessary to roll the ends under, as a The possibility of a cheap supply of
support at the sides. A pretty effect fuel Is a discovery of the grea'est Imis produced by crossing these ends at portance to Egypt.
the back above the coll and finally
fastening them under the coll. This
POINTED PARAGRAPHS
coiffure has no advantage over the
for the gods the theater gaFit
obviwaved,
but
that are curled and
llery.
ously It saves time and if becoming
Tour luck Is good if tne other fel- provides acceptable variety from more
la worse.
low's
the
hair
rests
elaborate modes. It
A high roller, cuts n queer figure
also, when too much curling or waving shows signs of spoiling the nat when he get a skate on.
ural gloss or making It uneven.
The seed mania never nits a boy
very hard on his way to school.
The way cot to Interest a woman is
GREEN SHADE MOST ADMIRED
to praise some other woman.
Anyway, there's no danger of an old
Color Being Universally Made Up Into
toper's dying of water on the brain.
Elaborate Evening
One thing in the world that is used
Gowns.
by us all for a spell the alphabet.
It's easier to mix religim wth busi
Green is to be a most popular shade
this winter, and. in fact, there Is ness than It is to mix politics wit'a regrave danger of Its being too popular. ligion.
for the fashionable shades are all on
A woman should trust her busbaud,
the vivid order, and also were seen but it Isn't always advisable to let
in considerable number last winter. him know H.
For the moment It is the color most
It isn't a question ot how much
In demand, and both In the emerald money you have made, but hew much
and peacock shades Is made up into good have you done with it.
the smartest and most elaborate even- It's easy to convince a superstitious
gowns. The embroidery on the mate
luckier
rial, worked in silk and with colored man that finding a dollar Is
finding
horseshoe.
a
than
stones, Is most elaborate and effecIf you are unable to learn anything
tive, but must be most carefully car
ried out In order to avoid any too while trying to teach others, It's a
startling or extreme effects. Just how sure Indication nut you are a ass- to accomplish those two so widely been. Chicago Sews.
separate ideas requires great skill.
TABLOID INFORMATION
and In tact, a green gown modeled
after the latest designs requires tha
Germany la the land of duels at
skill of an artist In dress.
reseat.
The water of the ocean Is rich la

Always use a soft linen towel for
wiping the face. The hands are the
best medium for washing; rough
cloths are an abomination to a delicate skin and coarsen It, besides hardetriboring germs and impurities
mental to the cuticle. In addition the
soft palm gives a gentle massage,
which Is especially grateful to a tired,
nervous face. A cloth, however, is
necessary for laving the neck; for this
purpose nothing Is better than cheese
cloth, which Is exceedingly cheap and
can be frequently renewed. These
cloths should be boiled out at least
once a week and must be thoroughly
dried in the open air.
The same amount of care should be
given to the face brush; It must be
rinsed in hot water and put on the
ouislde window ledge to dry. A good
camel's hair face brush, which la
neither too soft nor too harsh, can be
Designed
Mer Chiffonier.
purchased for f 1, and It properly
Boxes for many things are needed
cared for will last for years. Once or by the woman who makes elaborate
twice a week a good skin food should toilets. That fact baa Inspired
least
be applied with massage to prevent one woman, known always as atbright.
wrinkles; this is done after the scrubA chiffonier that adorns her home
bing.
Is one she designed. It haa three
tiers of drawers of varying sites, cov
ered with fine Japanese matting that
TUSSAH SILK WAIST.
matches the cretonne and wallpaper
of her Vudolr.
One drawer has a
compartment for three lengths of
gloves, each holding six pairs la or
der.
Then comes a separate place for
soft neckwear. In a row, as If the
owner had a fondness for alliteration,
are the compartments for handkerchiefs, hosiery and hair.

radium
The world's record of earthquakes
Is 30.000.

The queen of Roumanla has written
30 volumes.

Roller skates were invented In I'M
by a Hollander.
The dress ot the Japanese woman
shows ner age.
In tea years Cleveland will be th
"Concrete City."
It la stated that the first bread was
made by a Chinaman.
Some of the cigars ot tffe Philippines are tVt feet long.
The microphone makes tiie footstep
of a fly plainly audible
Alaska baa a trifle less than tare
hundred miles of railroad.
A Massaging Hint
Only tea per coat of Japan's popuToo many women make the mistake
may be classed aa Illiterate.
lation
when massaging the face to treat the
The coal bill of tha United States
face only. Possibly they manipulate
navy during 108 amounted to 15.M5,-00the throat slightly, but that Is all.
All massages should be carried well
It is likely that there win be taw
down to the bust line, as this strength
ens the muscles that extend Into the ta New Tork and other states requirface, throughout their entire length.
ing that stock yards In tha futura be
Another Important spot for masaag I constructed of concrete.
rag is arotina tne ears and down to
Aa American syndicate Is building
the edge of the shoulder Hero It M a larga cement mill, aad s vigorous
that lurfe the first signs of advancing campaign
is betag start
to teach the
age. yet fttrange to say. It la th spot
material- how
to
Jap
mas
asa
of
thin
saost often BWgteeted. though much
can be dose to prevent wrinkles a
that withered look by careful manlpu
Now ton,.
Nic
are to wear col
orea crystals ana an manner of
peral precious stones this winter aa
brooches aad buckles on turbans aa
well as buttons on fur coats, It Is Interesting to know of say new crystal
that appears.
Th last addition la the olivine and
it will be quite th fashion It Is or
a pale shad of arson with an under Hay
lying ton of yellow
Th

.now

mat

we

Ugtt bread and (laky biscuits
can be mad from

CHOCTAW FLOOR

Blouse of tussah silk trimmed la an
original way with fagoted hands of tha
same material. Th jabot hi of the
silk and lac.
The sleet, trimmed to corrsspood.
hare a tacked strap of th silk on the
outside, finished with the

Veil.
Green for Dining Room.
Tsupe Is the leading shadaofnasln
A green rug la aatt ta a la th heat
mesh veils, asm Uses made of a wiry taste for dining room
thread as ta sarga, swxnsxmal style.
Just why Is not stated, bat probably
to th eontniex owing to th
are usually
tendency
of .ta daw
A
Another
Ion
vtl. of finer
ava, M
asjaaaa
fit say th red rsaja ua
M
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Isllon.

Keep the
Meat

Properly
Covered

uv.ua

Ixindon 61oe Tit thickness Is said
ta be talf three Millimeters, so,
meter ttela only 3 inches, on ran
estimate the thickness of the watch.
Taking the caaa and the blast it t,
found tne works occupy a spacr of la
millimeters. The spring Is hair
mUlmeter. What makes this achieve-mea- t
more extraordinary Is that It it
asserted that the watch keeps time.

Actress Says Good Look Aro Asset in
Butfne
and Scouts Idea That
Ugly Women Are Meet
Useful.
""lKíH PRICKS in their effect upon the nation cannot be de-- I
I- -"
TLI I scrtlietl with MMctMtM a either pood or bad in themselves.
Philadelphia
"This la the age of
I
Rather are they, as a rule, the index of hiph wapes. high stan beauty in the bualness world," says
Hattie Williams, the star of "Detecdard- - of living and a large atut buoyant prosperity.
It would tive
Sparkes, ' now playing at the
by side with Oarrlck theater.
be i grand thing, doubtless, if we could have,
"Mark me, I do not mean the beauthe high salaries and wages of America, the low prices of
China. India or Siam. but the idealist must acknowledge tiful age, but the age of beauty. We
have come to the time when a sweet,
that this is utterly impracticable, for after all it is usually a piquant, a bewitching face la quite
as Important a factor in legitimate
and essentially the wage that makes the price.
When wages increase prices almost necessarily rise also, busineaa am price or quality of wares,
convenience of mart or effective adthough not always in the. same proportion. It sometimes happens indeed, vertising.
it has ofen happened in the development of some of the greatest industries
woman has
"Woman
of
last found a sphere
honest en- of America that increasing wages have pone hand in hand with decreas at
- - I ...
,1....
,t,,
,
, ,
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i
uui
muuvi
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ura.ui
nwnai
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machinery, strenu- ing prices, throtiph the skillful use of labor-savin- g
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aright be called a
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Day of Thanks s Month Ear.
liar Than In ths United States.

Csnsds't

I

war0:

Por some reason better known to
the Canadians themselves than to tha
people oa this sids of ths line, our
Canadian cousins celebrated their
Thanksgiving a month or more earlier
than we da It may be that the Cana-

dian turkey had become impatient, and
sounded not of warning, or It may
he that the "frost on the pumpkin" doctorad Itself. Bat whatever the r seats,
their Tbankagi ving day to past It may
have been that the reasons for giving
thanks so much earlier than wa do
were pushing themselves to hard and
so fast that ths Canadians war
ashsmed to postpone the event. They
have had reasons, and good
too.
tor giving thank. Their great broad
are of prairi land have yielded tot
abundance, aad hem, by the way. It to
not uninteresting to the friends of
the millions of Americans who hare
trade their home In Canada during the
past few years to know that they have
participated most generously In the
"cutting of the melon." Probably the
western portion of Canada, comprising
the provlncea of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, have the greatest
reason of any of the province to an
press In the most enthusiastic manner
their gratitude.
The result In the
Ha of production give ample reason
for devout thanksgiving to Providence.
This yesr has surpassed sll others la
so fsr as the total Increase in the country's wealth la concerned. There la no
question that Providence waa especially generous.
The weather conditions were perfect, and during the
ripening and harvesting period, there
wss nothing to interfere. And now It
wss well it waa so, for with a demand
for labor that could not be supplied,
there wss the greatest danger, but
with suitable weather the garnering of
the grain has been successfully accomplished.
There have been low general averages, but these are accounted for by the fact that farmers were
indifferent, relying altogether upon
what a good soil would do. There
will be no more low averages though,
for this year has shown what good,
careful fanning will do. It will produce 130 million bushels of wheat from
seven million acres, and It tviM produce a splendid lot of oats, yielding
anywhere from 50 to 100 bushels per
sere. This on land that has cost but
trom $10 to $15 per sere many farmers have realised sufficient from this
year's crop to pay the entire cost of
their farms. The Toronto Globe aaya:
"The whole population of the West
rejoices in the bounty of Providence,
and sends out a message of gratitude
and appreciation of the favor which
have been bestowed on the country.
The cheerfulness which has abounded
with Industry during the past six
months has not obliterated the conception of the source from which the
blessings have flown, and the good
feeling is combined with a spirit of
thankfulness for the privilege of living
in so fruitful a land. The misfortunes
of the past are practically forgotten,
because there is great cause to contemplate with satisfaction the comforts of the present. Thanksgiving
should be s season of unusual en- -
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I'd lov to
And to sniff
brine
And to roll a
In the raging
But you see
sea
For butter 'n

O,

hark to the rlgxin's whine
the smell of ths atingí'
son or to snap an oath
storm or to do them both.
there ain't much trade en
eggs 'n flour

tea.

"n

An' It's yo. ho, ho for the wind
blow

y ear' a tig audi record
yield of whent, torn Aid other staples has been heralded
lar and wide. But there Is
-other harvest that has
uc and ripening all unno
been
ticed by government statisticians and
by everybody else, and that Is the
bumper crop of new millionaires and
multimillionaires. Never before were
there so many In New York aa there
Millionaires were mad la
are
a night by the great wave of consolidation and the merging of hundreds
ot Industrial enterprises that was the
feature of the opening years of the t ir IilIJÍÍí'
twentieth century,' lust after the close
war. There
of the Spanish-Americakings,
were steel kings, steamship
pump kings, kings of car springs and
of air brakes and of all sorts ot
things. They blossomed forth between
the sunset of one day and the dawn
of the next. The select circle of plutocracy widened so swiftly that It
broke all barriers and created a new
aristocracy of wealth In America.
New York was invaded by a horde of
westerners whose manners In' some"
cases shocked even the Imperturbable
servitors at tbd ; expensive hotels
where they monopolized the royal
suites. Pittsburg, from being1 simply
a great mill town, a city ef grimy
workmen, lumped Into world-widprominence because It was discovered
suddenly that It had more millionaires
to the square inch than any other
spot on earth. In New York all sorts
of people achieved fortunes, paper or
actual, almost before they were
aware; Jockeys, waiters, bartenders
and other humble folk glanced with
amate at the balances with their
brokers and began making plans for
yachts and country houses. The history of this period was one of the
wonders of America.
Then, two years ago, the panic
came and put a dampener on the
financial hopes and aspirations of those who had
survived the various Ills that followed In die wake
of Industrial
But Since the panic
clouds have cleared away there has come another
and even more wonderful appreciation in values,
the most remarkable advance In the prices ot all
commodities and securities that this country has
ever known. Probably more millionaires hare been
made in the last la moa the br th sbsediry rising
tide of tremendous prosperity than history ever
The
nan recorded In a similar period of time.
number of those who have grown rich quickly la
greater, probably than It was In the time of merger and consolidation, nearly a decade ago. Before the panic of 1907 there were, perhaps, 3.009
millionaires In New York. Now there are anywhere between 6,000 and 10,000.
The advances in the value of securities In the
last two years have been almost Incredible. There
probably are more than 100,000 persons who are
stockholders of United States Steel. In October.
1907. fteel Cora moa was 11; m February. 109,
It waa 41 : this October It has been well abort
90. The shares of the Pennsylvania railroad are
more widely distributed than any other transportation Une. more than 60,000 people being listed
on Its books of shareholders. Two years ago It
waa 103; lately It has been above 160. Union Pacific la next to PenfJbytvaala In the length ot its
stockholders' list It la not only one of the most
popular Investment securities, but also one that la
speculated In most largely. Union Pacific common waa 100 In 1907; this yene it nan been above
219, an Increase of more than 100 per cent. New
York Central, Southern Paclftc, Baltimore A Ohio.
Atlantic Const Line, Illinois Central Great Northern, Standard oil practically all the stocks In
the long list of railways and industrials have advanced from 60 to W0 or more per cent In value
since October, 1907.
Thousands of people who are not speculators
and who are Intolerant of speculation hare profited enormously by this wonderful rise In prices
They are the oaes who bought for Investment
when the prices, were low and who are now reaping the harvest. During the panic enormous
blocks 0 gilt edge shares were thrown on the
markets when great speculators like Helnse and
Morse, and some others who were hot so spectacular or daring, had to sacrifice anything and everything for ready sanan rtorir holdings now are
scattered throughout the country end have been
tucked away la tens of thousand 1 of safes and
strong boxee.
While some of the saw mSJlsslsfiss come from
I HIS

,

O. I'd love to sail to foreign lands
With a cat o' nine tails in my hands

But the maok'rel kit lias a briny scent
An' the tea chest smells like the Orient.
An' the cinnamon bark an' the brittle
clove

Is the same as the lands where I could
rove.

An' It's yo, ho, ho for the winds
'
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frorr the army of speculators
Thr are so hany of the new millionaires
that It Would be
to aai'dmat nil tndl

that

blow
An' the life upon the sea!
An' I'd love to see the sea gulls soar
An' the pirate decks run red wltli gore.

But the hurricane deck of a grocery store
sprung up lately through the upIs ship enough for me.
Wall
In
ward sweep of prices
O,
to sail from pole to pole
street. Great corporations, like the An'Tdto love
bump the reel an' to scrape the
fire and the life insurance comshoal.
panies, have also profited stupen- But tt'a habita that rule
man that'
reserright
dously. These tremendou
always
I
An'
be
got
have
to
home at
voirs of money own huge blocks of
night.
inrailway
and
of
scores
in
shares
Which I can't arrange If I go to sea
dustrial espantos lots of from Though a sailor's life is the life tor me
controla
10,000 shares to almost
It's yo, ho, ho for the winds that
ling Interest. The most ot these An' blow,
dividend-payinare sober,
For the (tales that sweep the sea!
stocks that have not been spec- An' I'd dearly love, as I aaid before.
tacular in their advance in price aa To beroar.out where the bounding billows
compared with some of those that But the hurricane deck of a grocery store
Is ship enough for me.
has gone up like skyrockets. Yet
shares have
even these
been enhanced In value from 20 to
60 per cent. In the last 12 months.
They were bought at panic prices,
so the published records ot these
companies show, and these institutions now are said to be selling
them off, cautiously and carefully
at the fancy figures that have been
prevailing of late. Unlike the inOur Nature Writers.
dividual Investor, they believe In
Mr. O. Sitdown Thompson is precashing in their winnings and salte
paring a
novel on the
ing them down until there is anof the development of the agtheme
buy
cheap.
other chance to
gressive Instinct in an angle-worla the commodities there are new
Pittsburg mil. the widely-knowaugroups of millionaires and multithority on the art of getting a handout
these
of
Some
also.
millionaires
of catching through freights, has
have won their wealth in wheat, and
gone
seclusion in one of his
others in corn, but most of them in hauntsInte
to complete his novel entitled,
kings
and
cotton
new
more
are
cotton. There
"Flip,
than ever before. Practically all of defies the Flea." Mr. Pittsburg Bill
nrin. y soutfierners,
criticism of his knowledge of
expert
an
had
have
who
are
these
the flea's characteristics and psychoot
have
been
them
ettple.
Moat
this
of
knowledge
logical Impulses, as he writes from
cotton planters tnmsivss on a large scale, and all perennal daily observation.
cotton,
studying
its
their lives they have been
William J. Short is doing a aeries of
markets.
growth and Its
'artlclsp
to prove that the singing of
flyrumors
been
have
every
day
there
Almost
mosquito, to which so
the
female
cotton.
doing
In
was
ing about ss to what Patten
many aervous people object, to really
But curiously enough there has been never a word a lullaby
that she is humming to her
said about the real bull leader la the cotton mar- young.
As
the average lady mosquito
speculator
biggest
the
been
has
who
man
ket, the
has 80.000 young, she must make her
In this staple, and who. recently has Jumped Into
the multimillionaire class. Eugene G. Scales of lullaby strong.
Jim Dublin is going to sail around
Dallas, Ten. Scales is the most towering bull,
probably, that the cqlton market ever has known. the world in a dish pan. and while
Patten is a piker beside him. Even the celebrated iway the time by completing a new
Mr. Sully tn his palmiest days never operated on novel to be called "Bach to the Coop."
such a huge basis aa Scales has been In the last ;in which be will give the autobiog
raphy of a ben that becomes Independ
eight month.
This new and mighty multi millionaire In the cot- ent tn her views and demands emanciton market has steadfastly kept himself in the pation, but finally returns to a domesbsckground. He is no amateur speculator, how- tic lira.
ever, for five years ago ha was in one of the Sully
Abel Fibber, who was going to study
campaigns and retired from the fight with several the tiger In its native lair and write
large dents in his financial armor. But bow he short stories about it, has abandoned
has won back all his losses and a lot mora.
the project. The tiger was hungry.
Some among the many others who "know cotton"
and have won nig fortune through Its rise In price
Current Events.
are Fergus Raid of Norfolk, Vs.; Morris H. RothA?ahel Skidmoie of Pearlton.
Mrs.
ot
Brown
Miss-William P.
schild of Woodvllls.
;
to the country to spend
New Orleans and Louis S. Berg ot Mississippi. lows., went
Berg had charge of the Chalmett terminals at Ue snmrcer and forgot to take along
New Orleans not long sgo and was a hard working her nottlv of hair drearing, she wortjuch over it that her hair
rallorad man. A little later he pieced together a ried sogray
In two days.
turned
lot of small Mississippi railroads and combinad
them Into sn effective and profitable system. Then,
Pettiford Suggle of Bast Wind.
with a modest fortune, be cams to New York, and
ha almost completad tha air
Ind..
money
out of cotton.
since then has been making
And so the list runs on Hardly a name among riilp he has been working on for four
the thousands of new millionaire is. familiar to years, lie plsns to run it by manna
i the
motion machine he
New Yorker. They are practically unknown out1c
vised some time ago Mrs Beagles
side of the small communities they cams from to
sow sonfols almost all the washing In
the wast and south. They live tn the costliest suite
la the most expensive New York hotels. Next East' Wlta.
summer. If they have 00 setback they will begin
leasing or haying palaces at Newport, Bar HarHs. Todworthy Yelper of Allama-goeh- .
Wis., hs abandoned his probor or other placea where the socially elect are
supposed to live. Then they will begin trying to posed political lecturing tour Some
break through the imaginary Inclosure with which one ear lessly sat upon bis sttk hat.
"society" surrounds Itself. There are so many of crushing. R to rack sn extant that It
ittterty mined.
these new millionaires thai perhaps like the incursion of a new raeaV Chef wlQ overwhelm sad conLesnuc' Sqniggiey of W smile,
quer the relatively small group of people who have
for a tutor to teach hi
been priding themselves on having their wealth tor
a decade or mora At any rate, the names of moat daughter to speak and write German,
of (has sew millionaire probably win be read for 1 0 since It sold hi patent right aha
tas first tim to print hi the next year's books of ñas mad a matrimonial aiitano that
social registry, which form the nearest approach to will toakc a duchess of her.
the directory of la "peerage that the plutocracy of
America knows.
high-price-
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gilt-edge-
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the days of panic, most of the nest atutoerst

that

An' the salt wind of the sea!
An' I'd love to hear the billows roar
An" the breakers howl along the shore.
But the hurricane deck of a grocery store
Is ship enough for me.

d

THE "NEW" NOVEL
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vldually with any degree of accuracy. Comparatively few of the eld band ol millionaires have
failed to add materially to their fortunes sisee the
panic. There are some. It is tru,e, who were more
or less disabled in those days, and the period that
predeced them who have not succeeded In winning back their lost money and prestige; some
who were in the
trust companies, others
of the insurance crowd, and so on. But those
who held on and were able to weather the Storms
have been lifted up and Wow are richer than ever.
Not only that, but a largo number of new group
of great financial strength has been developed.
There ta the Hawley grotrp. for Instance, which
has made mllHons and millions ha the rise In values of railway shares. Edwin Hswley, the head
of this coterie, was not a big Wall street figure
until within the last year or so, but of late be has
added Immeasurably to his wealth and to his power as a transportation king.
Among those of his friends who have climbed
Into the chariot of the plutócrata Is Frank A. Van
derlip, the president of the National 'City bank.
He is reputed to have msde more than a million
ont of Chesapeake A-- Ohio and Union Pacific.
When ha was assistant secretary of the treasury
a few years sgo Vsnderlin was a man of very
moderate means and lived In a modest little flat
In Washington. After he came to New York his
wealth Increased somewhat, but only stnee the
first of this year has he entered the millionaire
class.
Another of the Hawley group who Is one ot the
new crop of
la a banker named
Beott. who piled up a small fortune, dollar by dollar. In Richmond, Vs.. sad who has Increased It
many fold of lets la Wall street. Still another of
the same group Is Robert Fleming. He was not a
poor man when the rise in stocks began, bat he Is
said to be a very rich one now. Then there to a
new crop of Union Pacific millionaires. Southern
Pacific millionaire. Wabssh, Rock Island and
many other groups of new millionaires who have
become wealthy by the pemendous upturn of the
ehanWn Ussy were Interested In. Some of these
men were mJJl Urn airea before Use bagualas as tats
year; the
have now moved up to the snaloV
millionaire class.
There are quite ss many who have wdn ' fortuna In the field of industrial stocks, topasOafry fa
Ualted States Steel common. One ef thews mor
than a millionaire when he began buying Steel
to Prank A. afuneey, the publisher
He Is said to
have started his Steel asrshnas two ys
whew the stock was around U. and to
mutated s total of 100.00 share at
priesa, mm winning are atfmated at mora than
d

These Instanos, taken at random, gtv an
cation of the tnousnads of fortunes that have
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"Have you read my last book, Mr,

Goodchlldr

"Weil, no er to tell the truth, my
mother won't allow me to."

RECIPE FOR CATARRH.
Furnished by High Medical Authority.
Give
Prompt Result.
The only logical treatment for catarrh la through the blood. A prescription which has recently proved
wonderfully effective in hospital work
Is the following. It Is easily mixed.
"One ounce compound syrup of
Sarsaparilla; one ounce Toris coms
pound; half pint
whiskey."
These to be mixed by shaking wall In
n bottle, and used in tablespoon dose
before each meal and at bedtime.
The lncredlent san be gotten from
any well stocted druggist, or ha will
get them from his wholesale house.
first-clas-

On to the Pole!
When word of the discovery of the
north pole came to Chattanooga, a
lightly deaf old lady remarked unctuously: "Well, now I always said them
Cook tourist got about 'moat everywhere. 1 ain't a bit surprised to hear
that ana of 'em's ranchad the top
notch in the traveling line."

Important to

another.

Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTORIA. a safe and sure remedy for
infanta and cMldrcn, and see that it
Bears tha
Siga store of (
In Use For Over 90 Years.
Tan Kind You llave Always Bought
Up

nd Down a.

"Why are you so hard up?"
"Oh. I'm down and oat!" Cleveland
Leader.
Chew

WRIOLEY'S SPEARMINT

for digestion!
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The great and goad do not die eve
in tais worm, cmnamu n m anons
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ALCAZAR THEATRE
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Two show
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each evening.

CULL LUMBER for SI 2.00 per M.
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of the Better Grade of Lumber,
General
and handle Lath and Lime etc. Give us a call

NcRae Lumber Company
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Contractors and Builders.

Teotb

to have your work done right, your material carefully selected, than to employ some others v i will
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed .nly in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but e do claim to know how. Our experience of nearly
thin v vt'ira is at vour
-- - service.
I
Office and shop half a Mock South of Alamogordo Hotel.
Qm4 you no more

J. Q. GRANT,
City Liver and Transfer
Proprietor of the

Good ng?, careful drivers and
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genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office
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oldest and best Known l)otel io
Under the new management
the rates have beeo reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been improved.
Ala-rr)ogord-
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giver) to familiesand
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal
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Just What
You Want
A

TOWNSHIP

1

PLAT showing

the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

o

county.

The News.
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Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c

J.
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